



Empson in the small hours
Letter III
Re-edify me, moon, give me again
My undetailed order, the designer’s sketches.
Strong from your beams I can sustain the sun’s 
That discompose me to disparate pain.
Your vast reflection from that altar runs
But ‘o’er the dark her silver mantle’ stretches;
Boxed, therefore, in your cedar, my cigarette
Kept moist, and with borrowed fragrance, may do yet.

My pleasure in the simile thins.
The moon’s softness makes deep velvet of shadows;
Only lightning beats it for the lace of Gothic
On parties waiting for romance of ruins. 
No lunacy, no re-imagined flick
The full relief your restoration glows.
On my each face you a full sky unfurl;
You heal the blind into a round of pearl.

‘When sleepless lovers, just at twelve, awake’
(God made such light, before sun or focus, shine)
I, nightmare passed, in sane day take no harm,
(Passed too the cold bitter pallor of daybreak),
And diffused shadowless daylight of your calm
Empties its heaven into my square garish sky-sign.
These then your crowns: offspring of Heaven first-born,
Earth’s terra firma, the Hell-Gate of Horn.​[1]​

William Empson ‘had a hatred of the dawn’ (p. 245). On a night drive to Bolton in 1937, ‘about five in the morning, Bill became restless, and we had to stop in a café, so that he should not see the dawn that upset him so strangely.’ The anecdote has been invoked to explain the ‘cold bitter pallor of daybreak’ in ‘Letter III’.​[2]​ But what threat could this basic planetary phenomenon pose to a man who inhabited stellar systems with such verve? The pains of breaking day in ‘Letter III’ are invoked and contained through explicit and submerged affiliations with Renaissance poetry, late Victorian science fiction, and the contemporary novel. Empson’s eusophobia can be located in a broader modernist crepuscular discomfort, alongside Sassoon’s ‘pallor of daybreak’, Leonard Bast’s ‘grey evening turned upside down’, Mansfield’s ‘curious half-hour when everything appears grotesque’, and Eliot’s ‘uncertain hour before the morning’.​[3]​ But the ‘cold bitter pallor of daybreak’, which ‘Letter III’ at once displays and evades, speaks to a uniquely intense mode of terrestrial uncertainty which Empson grappled with through cosmological metaphors for intimacy. The earth’s relationship to the rest of space is figured in Empson’s early Poems as problematic to the point of almost not being viable, and the diurnal fretfulness of ‘Letter III’ is central to this theme.
‘Letter III’ has barely registered in the criticism. In 1967, Willis noted that aside from positive remarks in a review of Experiment where it was first published in 1929, and Morelli’s the ‘brief and brave’ perplexity in 1959, no other critic had mentioned the poem.​[4]​ Two further contributions since Willis are contradictory. Gardner and Gardner find ‘Letter III’ possibly ‘the best of the five letters’, displaying ‘neatness and economy of structure and a strong main line of emotional argument throughout.’ (p. 116) Their ‘grateful celebration of love as a bringer of sanity and courage’ is at odds with Beret Strong’s passing reference to this poem ‘about nightmare and death’.​[5]​ Haffenden’s introduction to the Selected Letters offers a means of reconciliation: ‘The code of private letters, as he learned it from his mother and his aunts in his earliest years, lays down that one must seek to entertain the absent but closely-imagined company (to write to them and not at them) - or at least not to bore them - and to present them with a positive face.’​[6]​ The ‘grateful celebration’ of Gardner and Gardner, then, is the poem’s coded, ‘positive face’, behind which Strong’s ‘nightmare’ unfolds. 
The basic plot of ‘Letter III’ is simple: the speaker passes a sleepless night in contemplating his beloved, smoking and searching for an astronomical conceit to resolve the affair. In stanza one, he turns away from painful sunlight in favour of the moon’s reflected light. In the first five lines of stanza two, the moonlight is in turn rejected for its Gothic, shadowy qualities, and in the remaining three lines the speaker asserts an alternative arrangement which Willis reads as the phases of the moon and Gardner and Gardner read as the dawn. In the final stanza he wakes at noon, apparently recovered, and offers three ‘crowns’ to the beloved, corresponding to the three different forms of light that the poem has tried out. Empson’s note in Poems gruffly supplies the poem’s least obscure allusions: ‘Quotations from Milton and Pope. True dreams come through the gate of horn.’ (p. 244) As Penelope explains after recounting her dream to a disguised Ulysses, ‘There are two gates through which these unsubstantial fancies proceed; the one is of horn, and the other ivory. Those that come through the gate of ivory are fatuous, but those from the gate of horn mean something to those that see them.’ (Odyssey, trans. Butler, Book 19). She does not think that her dream of an eagle killing the geese came through the gate of horn: her husband will not return to banish the suitors, and she must accept one of them. The gate of horn connotes unrealistic hope for separated lovers. 
Unlike ‘Letter IV’, which Empson left out of the 1935 collection because ‘it seemed sententious’, ‘Letter III’ was evidently valued enough to be republished, but the lack of annotation suggests either that he felt its conceits were perfectly transparent, a view that critics have struggled to match, or that he was reluctant to revisit the ‘nightmare’. Empson remarked in his 1959 recording: ‘After a bad night you often get to sleep at dawn and need to go on, so the line quoted from Pope isn’t as funny as I thought.’ Evidently the small hours got worse for him after leaving Cambridge, but the comment reminds us that the intensely painful passions of the Letter sequence are accompanied by self-satirising melodrama: they seek to entertain, rather than bore, and to offer a positive face. The occasion is Empson’s unreciprocated passion for a close friend, Desmond Lee, who studied Classics at Cambridge.​[7]​ Part of the entertainment, the poems’ bravado, involves the ‘marriage’ that the Letters propose, their intermingling of the reading matter that the two men must have shared.
It was surely Lee who introduced Empson to the deep history of human beliefs elaborated by Jane Harrison and Francis Cornford and taught on the Classical Tripos. The Letter poems recapitulate this history. At first, says Harrison in Themis (1912), ‘man’s eyes are bent on earth as the food-giver’, but the influence of weather on food supply draws attention to the sky. (p. xvi) Next comes the discovery ‘that the moon measures seasons,’ and the attribution of ‘all growth, all waxing and waning’ to its cycle. Finally ‘he discovers that the Sun really dominates his food supply’. For Harrison this ‘shift of attention, of religious focus, from Earth to Sky, tended to remove the gods from man; they were purged but at the price of remoteness.’ Religion evolves, she explains, from the mystery-gods such as Dionysos, those ‘instinctive’ expressions of ‘that life which is one, indivisible and yet ceaselessly changing’, to the ‘abstract’ Olympians, ‘a work of analysis, of reflection and intelligence’.​[8]​ There are two religious tendencies: the first, ‘towards emotion, union, indivisibility’, as seen in the ‘primitive’ daimones; the second, ‘towards reflection, differentiation, clearness,’ as seen in the Olympians, those ‘intellectual conceptions merely, things of thought bearing but slight relation to life lived.’ (p. xvii) Apollo succeeded in transforming from daimon to Olympian, beginning ‘on Earth as Aguieus’ and ending ‘in heaven as Phoibos.’ Harrison stops just short of a modern psychological parallel, merely hinting that ‘it might almost be said’ that Olympians ‘stand for articulate consciousness’, the daimones ‘for the sub-conscious.’ (p. xvii)
Empson’s Letter poems find this developmental process full of neurotic potential. ‘Letter II’, which was written and published first, begins by envisaging the beloved’s facial expressions as a ‘cave gallery’ of ravishing frescoes which are destroyed by the light from the explorer’s torch, while his footsteps sink into the shifting sands. (p. 32) Emerging from the cave in the final stanza, the lover discovers a poor parody of Apollo’s ascent in a firework display, where ‘desperate stars … search their bounded / Darkness for a last acre to devour’. As Empson glossed the argument in his note, people ‘have a ground in common only so long as there is something new to find out about each other.’ (p. 217) In ‘Letter I’, the speaker has apparently recovered from the firework problem and is trying to persuade his interlocutor that the ‘dark spaces between stars’ are a fine way to maintain equilibrium by allowing each person to operate using a common-sense interpretation of the other’s behaviour. (p. 31) Life in space is harsh, however, and the poem plunges immediately into a Cornford-induced despair about the two of them not having any shared ‘common-sense’: unlike the classicist’s ‘primitive peoples’, these modern lovers are ‘without ideas or society in common’, (p. 211) and the speaker finds himself in an excessively ‘non-Euclidean predicament’, being cut off from the rest of space by extreme gravitational curvature. Astrophysics reveals Apollo’s final destiny to be a black hole.
‘Letter III’ seeks a middle position between the underground cave and the depths of space, as the speaker attempts to inhabit the earth’s surface and negotiate stable relationships, first with the moon and then with the sun. ‘Letter IV’ is reparative, scaling down the preceding histrionics: stanza one reinhabits ‘darkness of dry sand’ in the form of a cicada making its home beneath a tree; stanza two substitutes the Atlantic for the cold emptiness of space and replaces the gravitational crisis with rain clouds and airships; stanza three finds these terrestrial alternatives to Heaven / Helium too risky; and the final two stanzas renegotiate the relationship between planet earth and the fixed stars, seeking a non-monogamous relationship that employs modern cosmology but avoids the non-Euclidean perils of ‘Letter I’. (p. 57-8) ‘Letter V’ resorts to the cool abstraction of geometry, gesturing towards intimacy in the ‘painless arrows’ of poetic lines that are able to invoke the erotics of Saint Sebastian only in their detachment from the material world: Harrison’s evolutionary process is completed. (p. 60) Lee recalled that ‘The last letter was accompanied by a note saying he would not “bother me” with any more’, and perhaps Empson felt that the situation had been resolved as far as was possible, for he later wrote, ‘I think this final Letter really succeeds in conveying affection, much better than the others.’ (pp. 212, 285)
‘Letter III’, then, opens with a direct address to the moon, appealing for something simpler, ‘undetailed’ as in basic, free of cluttering particulars and subordinate parts, but also not circumstantial. Willis supposes that the ‘harsh light of a workaday world’ is ‘inimical to the romantic, moonlit night of love’, but the ‘moon-girl can soothe the hurt and rebuild him again’ (p. 210), while Gardner and Gardner broadly agree that ‘the girl’s steadying effect enables the speaker to ‘endure the harsher light … of painful daily reality.’ (p. 117) Both readings generalise the sunlight to an extent that leaves its power to ‘discompose me to disparate pain’ unaccounted for. Either the sun must be a separate person, and the speaker is proposing a triangular affair along the lines Haffenden has documented through Empson’s journals and his reading of Ulysses; or the moon is a nocturnal, imagined version of the beloved’s daytime presence.​[9]​ In what follows I pursue the second course, without ruling out the possibility of a triangular scheme. 
The moon’s ‘silver mantle’ is from the onset of night over the Garden of Eden in Book Four of Paradise Lost, but ‘Letter IV’ is more closely engaged with the story of creation as related in Book Six. Milton’s sun is made ‘firm to retain / Her gathered beams, great palace now of light’: here the original light, gendered female, is built up into the masculine sun. The moon is set opposite, acting as ‘His mirror, with full face borrowing her light / From him, for other light she needed none’.​[10]​ Empson brings the construction process down to earth, with the moon acting as original light to the speaker’s edifice. Moonbeams give the lover strength to ‘sustain’ the sunlight: to bear the lover’s bodily presence, but also to keep the sun shining, the beloved beaming so devastatingly, by avoiding a catastrophic overt declaration. ‘Your vast reflection from that altar runs’: Haffenden suggests that (your) moonlight ‘stems’ from the sun as ‘altar’ or ‘high place’ (244), but moonlight also runs away from – is dissipated by the arrival of – rays from the sun. The two possibilities are held in play: your moonlight may derive from the sun and be chased away by its return, but what matters is that this light has now become ‘her’ mantle, silvery and stretching over the darkness. A pun on ‘altar’ as ‘transform’ underlies the syntax, offering an implict contrast between ‘that altar’ the sun, the daytime form of the untouchable beloved, and ‘this altar’ the moon, where that adored being is transformed into a more accessible, more seductive being who stretches towards the terrestrial worshipper. Fortified by the softer reflected light, the speaker reaches for a cigarette, from a box that is ‘yours’. Milton compares Raphael, departing from heaven and spying ‘Earth, and the garden of God with cedars crowned’, to ‘Galileo, less assured’, observing ‘Imagined lands and regions in the moon’. (p. 257) ‘Your cedar’ conflates paradise with dangerous astronomical fantasy, and the fiction of address to the moon as a separate, imagined version of the beloved begins to unravel: the cigarette has ‘borrowed fragrance’ not only from its cedarwood box but presumably also from the real, daytime beloved, who is perhaps associated with the scent of this particular tobacco. It ‘may do yet’, and, ‘kept moist’ in its box, it is the closest to a kiss that the speaker can get. 
The cigarette, which as Willis noted is phallic, marks a suppressed homoeroticism that finally surfaces in the arrows of ‘Letter V’. But it is an erotics founded on impossibility: the ‘borrowed fragrance’ is like the moon’s borrowed light, and the clipped syntax of the final two lines betrays the effort entailed by this provisional nocturnal arrangement. The relief in its abandonment gives stanza two its opening exhalation, as the now finished cigarette has proved itself a not a very satisfying substitute for the real thing: ‘My pleasure in the simile thins.’ These hard-talking lines eschew fantasy: the ‘deep velvet of shadows’ has a stagey, coffin-like comfort that cannot sustain full-bodied pleasure or survive beyond this nocturnal rummaging in similes. ‘Only lightning’ can top the scene’s shadowy melodrama, in which the participants loiter among the ruins or memories of each other in the hope of discovering a romantic thrill. The ‘romance of ruins’ connotes a picturesque tour that must always fall short of genuine encounters, while punning on the realisation that this provisional romance is already in ruins. There is a secondary argument here, reading ‘Only’ as ‘but’ in the metaphysical style. The shadows may be insufficient, but it would be better to have a sudden hard flash - a real if momentary encounter to light up the night - than all this imagined romance. In which case the ‘parties waiting for romance of ruins’ are no mere tourists, awaiting macabre thrills: a lustful, lightning affair would be more exciting but would leave the participants with more ghosts, more disappointment, and more psychic ruination afterwards. The allure of moonlight takes five lines to shake off, culminating in the firm refusal: ‘No lunacy, no re-imagined flick’.
Dragging himself away from the shadowy ruins, the speaker has only three lines left in which to propose an alternative to the rejected ‘simile’. The poem at last settles into iambic regularity, and the serene prosody, thick with images and sounds of plenitude, carries us through a mystifying argument which congeals into opacity around the second stanza’s concluding pearl. Milton’s ‘orient pearl’, which commentators have sensibly offered, only works if we read the offered solution as the dawn. Adam wakens to gaze upon a dishevelled and still sleeping Eve, and rouses ‘Heav’ns last, best gift’ from her dreams of ‘offence and trouble’. (251) The dark or blind side of the planet now turns to face the sun. But Adam is wakened by the ‘rosy steps’ of morn, and ‘shrill matin Song / Of birds’: dawn for him is a pleasant time for visiting the ‘fresh field’, admiring flowers, and celebrating bees (pp. 250-1). Such a setting is flatly contradicted by the ‘cold bitter pallor of daybreak’ which the speaker of ‘Letter III’ is relieved at having avoided in stanza three. Willis reads these three lines as referring to the ‘girl’s love’, which he finds compared to the phases of the moon: ‘Having two faces, although only one is ever visible, the moon’s progress in her cycle of restoration through the “full sky” is from the blindness of total darkness at the beginning to the full vision and the “round of pearl” at the end.’ (pp. 211-2) The ingenuity of this reading is compelling, but it wrenches the syntax of ‘me’ and ‘you’ in a way that the conceit cannot accommodate. ‘The full relief your restoration glows’ allows for moon and earth alike to be restored, but ‘my each face’ refers straightforwardly enough to the earth, and surely the moon is doing more than simply healing its own ‘blind’ self into a ‘round of pearl’? Gardner and Gardner find that, ‘as well as restoring the poet, the girl is herself restored, being identified now not with the moon but with the dawn, the wholeness of whose ‘full sky’ lights up the poet’s fragmented self (‘my each face’) and brings sight to his blindness.’ (pp. 118-9) This is fair enough until we reach the ‘pearl’, fitting the dawn following Milton, but which, as they admit, is ‘rather odd if taken to describe the eye’. (p. 119) We might invoke Ferdinand’s father at this point: has the speaker, bathing in the full light of day, actually drowned and undergone the solar equivalent of a sea-change? A watery reading is supported by Milton’s version of the creation story, in which shoals of fish ‘Show to the sun their waved coats dropped with gold, / Or in their pearly shells at ease, attend / Moist nutriment’ (p. 309). This would bring the full light of midday forward to the end of stanza two, but it is hard to see how the pearl can be an operation of both dawn and noon, and the ‘full sky’ connotes an aerial rather than oceanic environment. Willis and Gardner and Gardner retain the architectural conceit into these lines, and while it is simple enough to think of a building as ‘blind’, it is harder to imagine how it might be figured as either nacreous or spherical.
Pearly imagery does significant work through Empson’s early poems, as Willis reminds us. ‘New World Bistres’ opens in the problematic small hours: the earth’s diurnal rotation on its axis is compared to the process of churning milk into butter, with the hope that the churning mind of the insomniac will be similarly productive. The churner’s aching arm is supposed to generate the miracle of life from matter, and the speaker, afflicted by boredom verging on wretchedness, envisages God as a Dr Frankenstein who can ‘Maypole his membranes’ into the correct pattern, activating the secret of life. But the result is a con:
			     Ciro be his eyes,
A secret order, assumptive distillation;
Fitting together it will be won and seem nothing, 
Mild artifact, false pearl, corpse margarine. (p. 20)
As Haffenden explains, ‘the term derives from Greek márgaron: pearl, referring to the pearly lustre of the crystals of the acid.’ (p. 182) Kermode found this poem’s ‘thread of argument’ and ‘Even the title … baffling’, in contrast to Donne’s ‘Nocturnal upon St. Lucy’s Day’, where he hoped that readers versed in ‘the elements of alchemy and a bit of quite antique cosmology’ would fare better.​[11]​ Less erudition goes further in ‘New World Bistres’, which is simply grumpy about the process of creation: ‘new worlds’ can be conjured when chimney soot is boiled with water to make the ‘bistre’ pigment, so that something useful and beautiful can emerge from the fires of destruction, but the despair of dawn after another ruined night is less fruitful. In contrast to Ferdinand’s father, the Ciro-eyed margarine corpse is a modern automaton. The rest of the poem compares the stars of the milky way to Lux soap flakes, requiring some kind of divine watering to produce the froth or cream of life; the train of thought leads back to the churning of milk, this time automated through the deployment of grim and shining machinery. The divine spark has been replaced by ‘Armoured resentience’: the argument echoes I.A. Richards’ view that the fruits of science cannot support our emotional lives in the way that religion used to. This is more reductive (and more tetchy) than Empson’s usual handling of scientific resources, which may explain why ‘New World Bistres’ was not republished until its posthumous appearance in The Royal Beasts. But the earth’s rotation on its axis, the elusive prospect of real pearls, and the pre-dawn grim hope were all reconfigured in ‘Letter III’.
If the milky way is a washtub, then ‘Earth has Shrunk in the Wash’ envisages our planet’s fate as ‘an asteroid without enough gravitational force to keep its atmosphere’, so that ‘man is exposed to the dangerous rays of the sun’. (p. 235) The barren earth is flying blind, can no longer see her ‘Mates’ in the solar system, through which the planet is now shooting too fast for any safe hop onto a new world; as Empson explained in the 1959 recording, the argument hinges on ‘Space-travel compared to neurotic isolation and the dangers of the increase of power.’ The missing atmosphere is described in parenthesis as ‘(Bubble of rainbow straddling between twilights, / Mother-of-pearl that with earth’s oyster ended)’: the loss of those surrounding nacreous layers has left only the original grit. (p. 39) In ‘Letter V’, the beloved is realised as ‘the grit only of those glanced pearls / That not for me shall melt back to small eyes’ (p. 60). Rainbows are closely related to pearls in Empson’s poetry, as are soap bubbles, which figure the relativised Logos because they bring God’s covenant within reach of anyone equipped with liquid detergent. Whether God given or human made, the nacreous image represents the continuation of life on earth, and is intensely vulnerable. Earth’s soapy tenuity is held at bay in ‘Flighting for Duck’, a ‘shooting poem’ composed by Empson for a ‘gentlemanly public’ and not, for once, written to ‘cure’ himself from psychic disease. (p. 241) ‘Two surfaces of birds, higher and lower’ are compared to the slower moving star streams of the milky way, and in the twilight, earth is indivisible from air, the speaker held securely in their union:
Starlit, mistcircled, one whole pearl embrowned.
An even dusked silver of earth and sky
Held me, dazzled with cobwebs, staring round. (pp. 43-4)
‘Letter III’ immediately follows ‘Flighting for Duck’ in every collection of the poems, making the contrast between ‘gentlemanly’, ‘dusked’ calm, and neurotic, ‘cold bitter pallor of daybreak’, all the more pronounced.
The ‘round of pearl’ in ‘Letter III’ carries with it the senses of both lush fertility and vulnerability associated with Empson’s representation of the earth’s atmosphere, but the key to those last three lines of stanza two lies in the theme of churning as rotation in ‘New World Bistres’. The ‘full sky’ which ‘you’ unfurl is the starry heavens: presented to ‘each face’ of the planet as it rotates on its axis. Diurnal rotation is partly responsible for the earth’s gravitational field, without which the planet, as ‘Earth has Shrunk in the Wash’ proposes, will be barren and ‘blind’, having lost its atmosphere or ‘pearl’. The ‘restoration’, then, is of the fixed stars, which are harder to see when the moon is out. Empson consistently associated ‘relief’ with the fixed stars, regardless of cosmology. ‘Many people felt the daily rotation as a positive comfort,’ he noted in ‘Copernicanism and the censor’, ‘because it saved one from imagining a monstrous speed in the fixed stars; but the yearly orbit round the sun offered no corresponding relief.’⁠ A manuscript note on ‘Letter IV’ offers a Machian view of space under which the ‘fixity’ of the stars equates to ‘the imaginative relief of their presence’.​[12]​ ‘Letter IV’ itself settles on a modified rotational solution in which ‘Your sun alone yielding its beauty glows / In growth upon the planet.’ The ‘glow’ of that poem forms part of its ‘less monogamously deified’ configuration of the solar system, in which the binary devotion of two bodies cannot be treated separately from the stellar frame. The ‘restoration’ that ‘glows’ in ‘Letter III’ combines the glow of the fixed stars with the glow of life on the planet. Milton’s ‘pearl’ effects this linkage of terrestrial and celestial, not in the ‘orient pearl’ of dawn, but in Raphael’s account of the foliage in heaven: ‘from off the boughs each morn / We brush mellifluous dews and find the ground / Covered with pearly grain’. (261) The ‘glow’ of ‘Letter III’ is harder to read non-monogamously, as the fixed stars cannot be the beloved and the wider society at the same time, but the more expansive frame has at least been mooted. With the beloved moved to the heavens, there has been a ‘shift of attention, of religious focus’, in Harrison’s terms, and the daimon has become Olympian, ‘purged but at the price of remoteness.’
While the argument of ‘Letter III’ is, as we might expect, anchored in the terrestrial / celestial ambiguities that Empson found so compelling in Milton, additional support comes from a contemporaneous source. A sequence from Aldous Huxley’s Point Counter Point (1928), beginning with the moon and ending with an attempted non-monogamous solution, lies in the background to the shift in approach that is hinted at in ‘Letter III’ and realised in ‘Letter IV’. Huxley uses the moon to cue a clash between emotion and intellect as Elinor and Philip Quarles are chauffered through Bombay: ‘They rolled through a continuous flickering of light and dark - the cinema film of twenty years ago - until, emerging from under the palm trees, they found themselves in the full glare of the enormous moon.’​[13]​ Philip muses on ’”Three-formed Hecate,”’ and retreats from ‘old appalling India … justice and liberty … progress and the future’ into the relativisms of anthropology and astronomy. Meanwhile, Elinor ‘had lifted her face towards the same bright disc. Moon, full moon. … And instantly she had changed her position in space and time. She dropped her eyes and turned towards her husband; she took his hand and leaned tenderly against him.’ (78) Rebuffed, she retreats into memories of their romance eight years previously, remembering ‘with the minute precision of one who loves to explore and reconstruct the past, of one who is for ever turning over and over and affectionately verifying each precious detail of recollected happiness.’ (79) But these treasures are destroyed by her experience of Philip’s limited capacities for connection, his inability to love her ‘profoundly and entirely,’ his having ‘evaded her demands … refused to give himself completely to her’, his withholding of ‘the intimacies of his being.’ (80) And so Elinor resorts to masochism: ‘She took a perverse pleasure in laying waste her memories. The moon, the dark and perfumed garden, the huge black tree and its velvet shadow on the lawn. … She denied them, she rejected the happiness which they symbolized in her memory.’ Describing her husband as a ‘tourist in the realm of feeling’, Elinor resigns herself to the role of ‘dragoman’, reporting to him ‘her intercourse with the natives of the realm of emotion’. (83) Recognising that his novels will be improved if he could only ‘break his habit of impersonality and learn to live with the intuitions and feelings as well as the intellect’, she has tried to encourage him to have affairs with other women, hoping that not only his art but also she might benefit from the ‘good effects’. But the experiment has so far not succeeded. (84)
Reviewing Huxley’s Proper Studies in 1927, Empson regretted the apparent cessation of ‘those gay hurt rapid novels’, and their author’s resort to ‘a placid aggregate of other people’s theories out of a desire to make the world better.’​[14]​  Insisting that ‘men of great abilities’ cannot ‘produce what Mr. Eliot calls a “synthesis” simply by explaining their mental habits’, Empson asserted that ‘they must do it by producing a work of art. Mr Huxley has already done so, magnificently’, he concluded. ‘If he has a new view of life, we shall be greatly his debtor when he does so again.’ (28) Point Counter Point was published a year later, in the autumn of 1928. The full extent of affinities and divergences between Empson and Huxley has yet to be charted, but Empson was likely reading about Elinor’s attempts at negotiating intimacy with a man who ‘evaded her demands’ at the same time as his two initial ‘Letter’ poems grew into a series of missives to his own evasive beloved. While the ‘velvet shadow’ is a common enough to be coincidental, the ‘flickering of light and dark - the cinema film of twenty years ago’ which prompts Elinor’s masochistic descent into ‘each precious detail of recollected happiness’ may have reminded Empson of his own ‘laying waste’ of memories in ‘Letter II’, published in June 1928, prompting the resolve: ‘No lunacy, no re-imagined flick’. When Philip protests that he does love Elinor, her response is ‘I know you do … When you have time, and then by wireless across the Atlantic.’ (81) Philip entrenches himself in ‘that calm, remote, frigid silence,’ while Elinor looks ‘out on the moonlit landscape. Their parallel silences flowed on through time, unmeeting.’ Huxley’s Euclidean metaphor for thwarted intimacy may possibly have assisted Empson in moving on from the non-Euclidean crisis of ‘Letter I’, as he passed through ‘my unpointed Atlantic where bergs float / In endless cold’ in ‘Letter IV’ to discover his own rotational, non-monogamous solution. (57)
Having settled on the rotational cure, the speaker of ‘Letter III’ presumably gets to sleep just before dawn. Stanza three opens in ‘sane day’, after the ‘nightmare’ and the ‘cold bitter pallor of daybreak’. Dawn as pallid is another common collocation, and there were many resources on Empson’s bookshelves to assist its grimness. Having stayed up all night chatting with Dracula, Jonathan Harker reports his experience of ‘that chill which comes over one at the coming of the dawn, which is like, in its way, the turn of the tide. They say that people who are near death die generally at the change to the dawn or at the turn of the tide; any one who has when tired, and tied as it were to his post, experienced this change in the atmosphere can well believe it.’​[15]​ Swinburne’s ‘Before Dawn’ is grislier, set on an earth that will never be ‘clear from years that wrong her’, where love ‘dies before the kiss’ and night’s ‘dark limbs cover / The white limbs of her lover’ with ‘fervent lips that chill’, her caresses ‘void and vain … With limbs from limbs dividing / And breath by breath subsiding.’​[16]​ The departure of life that is linked, ‘they say’, to tides and the planet’s churning in Dracula had been written into the basis of desire by Swinburne. Empson’s ‘cold bitter pallor’ owes at least as much to an author whom he rated – higher even than Donne – for his ‘majestic foresight’.​[17]​ H.G. Wells’s Time Traveller is ‘awakened about dawn’ one day, after a nightmare about being drowned, with ‘sea anemones … feeling over my face with their soft palps’.​[18]​ At this ‘dim grey hour when things are just creeping out of darkness, when everything is colourless and clear cut, and yet unreal’, he ventures out to see ‘the dying moonlight and the first pallor of dawn … mingled in a ghastly half-light’. Afflicted by ‘that chill, uncertain, early-morning feeling’, he glimpses ghostly figures near the ruins of civilisation, ‘carrying some dark body.’ Later, ‘seeking shelter from the heat and glare in a colossal ruin’, he discovers ‘a narrow gallery, whose end and side windows were blocked by fallen masses of stone’. Here he is watched by a ‘pair of eyes, luminous by reflection against the daylight without’, and the earlier dream of anemones is realised as waking nightmare: 
I put out my hand and touched something soft. At once the eyes darted sideways, and something white ran past me. I turned with my heart in my mouth, and saw a queer little ape-like figure, its head held down in a peculiar manner, running across the sunlit space behind me. It blundered against a block of granite, staggered aside, and in a moment was hidden in a black shadow beneath another pile of ruined masonry. (41)
Pursuing the ‘bleached, obscene, nocturnal Thing’ by matchlight through a ‘second heap of ruins’, the Time Traveller finally glimpses it disappearing down a shaft, and is revolted by its taxonomic laxity: ‘It made me shudder. It was so like a human spider!’ (42)
This daytime brush with a Morlock at the border of the underworld is framed by the heterosexual innocence of Eloi life. Just beforehand, the Time Traveller recounts his rescue of Weena, the ‘little woman’ whom he finds a ‘pleasant substitute’ for that glimpse of the ghosts at dawn. (38, 40) The horrors of the human spider are immediately followed by ‘two of the beautiful Upper-world people … running in their amorous sport across the daylight in the shadow. The male pursued the female, flinging flowers at her as he ran.’ (42) The Eloi couple are ‘distressed’ to find the Time Traveller ‘peering down the well’, for ‘it was considered bad form to remark these apertures’, and ‘when I tried to frame a question about it in their tongue, they were still more visibly distressed and turned away’. Morlock embodiment is nocturnal and obscene; both ape-like and ghostly; revealing itself in watching, reflective eyes and the unwanted ‘soft palps’ that cross from dream into waking life; blundering in daylight, hiding in shadows, disappearing down shafts, and dwelling in tunnels. Existing in a zone of revulsion beyond gender, the Morlocks are indeed queer, and their existence cannot even be brought into Eloi speech without causing intense distress. 
The Letter poems, which also avoid any explicit gendering of speaker or addressee, incorporate many images from this chapter of Wells’s influential ‘romance of ruins’: the dying, ‘far too hot’ sun of ‘Letter I’; the crumbling ‘gallery’ with traces of ‘jellyfish’ (same phylum as anemones) and the hungry search in darkness in ‘Letter II’ (32); the ruins, again the painful sun, and the ‘cold bitter pallor of daybreak’ in ‘Letter III’; and the ‘child’ insect in its ‘tunnel’ in ‘Letter IV’ (67). Only ‘Letter V’, composed later when Empson was in Tokyo, is free of these Wellsian markers. ‘Letter VI’ reflects on a ‘bloodless’ series of poems, telling how their author was deported from a ‘virtuous and aesthetic’ country for homosexual advances, and how he once saw his beloved’s ‘grey eyes open / Large milky lit fastened steadily on me’. (61-2) Taken singly, these correspondences are simply shared incidentals in a broader cultural imaginary that encompasses the evolution of species and solar system, but the precise avoidance of the pains of breaking day in ‘Letter III’ suggests that Empson’s negotiation of problematic desires was set within a late Victorian long view of planetary and species vulnerability. 
This is not to equate ‘problematic desire’ straightforwardly with homosexuality. Empson’s troubles arose in an effervescent homosocial context where the boundaries between friendship, platonic love and sexual intimacy were unclear and shifting. The risk of being used or worse, being a user, was high: ‘Smith turned up in my rooms. I find I am not indifferent. As if he was a large and unclean spider, unreasonable fear behind a strong disgust. … Poor plump Smith, I must be a chaste boy. Funny that while masturbating last night I thought pleasurably of perversions with him. How Aldous Huxley.’ (Among the Mandarins, p. 121) Intensely aware of the erotics of sadism and objectification, Empson in his late teens vowed chastity not through fear of homophobic recriminations, but in order to navigate those ‘shifting sands’ of ambiguous male society and friendship with a minimum of psychic damage to self and others. The abuse of power was a very finely poised matter: ‘The homosexuality which seduces children is a healthy and convenient side-show,’ Empson told himself, ‘but Nancy-faute-de-mieux gives me the creeps; and if one may not say [?] standard of preference is absolutely bad, it tends to run counter to the capableness I wish to call absolutely good. Well, well, how chaste we are. The modesty of the natural man always comes as a surprise.’​[19]​ As the General Strike of May 1926 reached its climax and resolution, Empson struggled to maintain his own blockade against the fulfilment of desires through inappropriate objects, weighing up his fantasies against real life encounters. The fantasy had been ‘a charming boy who could be pulled up through my window in the evening, and who should fill my heart with the tingling of his beauty, my flesh be effervescent and my skin singing … I lie beside him and masturbate with placidity, and he would be let down again in the small hours.’ (Among the Mandarins, p. 121) The real life ‘child’ who ‘insisted on being pulled up’ presented the painful contradiction of wanting ‘to be pawed and played with’, while speaking ‘with indignation of the homosexual young men with painted faces,’ and making ‘emotional statements he considers an argument about them being unnatural’. Empson records having endured this ‘till the small hours when he chose to be let down.’ The word ‘capable’ is central to Empson’s gendered evaluation of his own behaviour, and that of others: while the ‘child’ in this particular scenario was ‘in no way male at all’, the ‘dreamt-of bumboy, Onan-child too far, was an alert and lively small creature who would have been a capable enough male when he grew up.’ The descending rope of desire pulls up spiders and not-male-enough children who stimulate capacities for perversion that are unpleasant not on grounds of homosexuality, but because they threaten Empson’s standard of mutual consent and respect, ‘the capableness I wish to call absolutely good’. The small hours are when that capableness is most in jeopardy, an insight that is amplified in ‘Aubade’. Set during an earthquake in 1931, that poem is, as Haffenden observes, ‘one of only a handful he wrote while in Japan’, and ‘also one of the few poems that is directly revealing about his private life’ (Complete Poems, p. 317). Where ‘Letter III’ wrestles with fantasy, ‘Aubade’ confronts a forced separation of the lovers at dawn, on an earth that is literally breaking and in anticipation of a global conflict that leaves the speaker choosing between nation and desire. 
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